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Fundamentals of Wireless Sensor Networks: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In this book, the authors describe the fundamental concepts and practical aspects of wireless sensor networks. The book provides a comprehensive view to this rapidly evolving field, including its many novel applications, ranging from protecting civil infrastructure to pervasive health monitoring. Using detailed examples and illustrations,...
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NHibernate 3.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	NHibernate is an innovative, flexible, scalable, and feature-complete open source project for data access. Although it sounds like an easy task to build and maintain database applications, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics and develop applications that meet your needs perfectly.


	The NHibernate Cookbook explains each...
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Designing InterfacesO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Despite all of the UI toolkits available today, it's still not easy to design good application interfaces. This bestselling book is one of the few reliable sources to help you navigate through the maze of design options. By capturing UI best practices and reusable ideas as design patterns, Designing Interfaces provides...
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Picture CSS3 (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2010

	Tags are used in HTML5 to place and organize content at a level
	that is descriptive. This does not mean that the page will look
	good. Presentation of content on the page is controlled using
	Cascading Style Sheets Level 3, or CSS3, in HTML5.


	Using CSS3 to describe how your page should look, however,
	is not new. The...
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The Description Logic Handbook: Theory, Implementation and ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Since the publication of the first edition of The Description Logic Handbook
	in 2003, the interest in Description Logics (DL) has steadily increased. This
	applies both to the number of active DL researchers working on DL theory
	and implementations of reasoning services, and to the number of applications
	based on DL technology. One...
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Dear Mr. Buffett: What An Investor Learns 1,269 Miles From Wall StreetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Janet Tavakoli takes you into the world of Warren Buffett by way of the recent mortgage meltdown. In correspondence and discussion with him over 2 years, they both saw the writing on the wall, made clear by the implosion of Bear Stearns. Tavakoli, in clear and engaging prose, explains how the credit mess happened beginning with the mortgage...
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Marketing DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The goal of marketing is simple: attract customers who will purchase your product. Getting there, though, isn't so easy. Real marketing success involves a strong foundation in everything from planning, advertising, and publicity to Internet strategies, database management, and more. Enter Marketing DeMystified. Addressing every...
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Waterlogging Signalling and Tolerance in PlantsSpringer, 2010

	Waterlogging is a major problem for plant cultivation in many regions of the world.


	This book combines both academic and practical aspects of this topic. Based on recent progress in cell and molecular biology, various facets of waterlogging signalling and tolerance are addressed, starting from the molecular level, through membrane...
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Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition is your practical companion to developing rich, interactive web applications with Microsoft’s latest technology. This book tackles common problems and scenarios that on-the-job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions. You’ll...
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Build Your Own Wicked Wordpress ThemesSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	
		Wicked WordPress Themes is a step-by-step guide to creating beautiful themes for the world's most popular CMS, WordPress.

		

		By following the book's advice, readers can produce designs that are aesthetically stunning, consistent, and for-purpose -whether it's for their own use, or to drive a high price on...
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Moodle 2.0 First LookPackt Publishing, 2010

	The book looks at the main functional areas of Moodle that have significant new features, explains the new features and how to use them. It draws attention to significant differences from how things used to behave, and gives the reader an idea of the kind of consequences these changes will bring to them. If you are an existing Moodle user,...
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Microsoft XNA Framework Edition: Programming Windows Phone 7Microsoft Press, 2010

	This book is a gift from the Windows Phone 7 team at Microsoft to the programming  community, and I am proud to have been a part of it. Within the pages that follow, I showyou the basics of writing applications for Windows Phone 7 using the C# programming language with the Silverlight and XNA 2D frameworks.


	Yes, Programming...
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